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Abstract 

This memo discusses the equations of motion used to describe multilevel molecular 
excitation induced by Raman transitions. These equations are based upon the time-
dependent Schr&dinger equation expressed in a basis of molecular energy states. We 
introduce a partition of these states into two sets, those that are far from resonance 
(and hence unpopulated) and those that are close to resonance, either by one-photon 
transition or two-photon (Raman) processes. By adiabatic elimination we obtain an 
effective Schrddinger equation for the resonance states alone.- The effective Hamilto-
nian is expressible in terms of a potariiibility operator. 

We discuss a revision of the conventional adiabatic elimination procedure that 
takes into account the finite bandwidth of pulses by introducing time derivatives of 
pulse envelopes. 

We consider the modifications of the equations that are needed to describe molec
ules arrayed (randomly) over a finite optical path. In so doing we adopt a semiclassi-
cal view in which the internal structure of a molecule is governed by quantum 
mechanics while the center of mass is stationary (or follows a classical trajectory), and 
therefore enters the theory as a (c-number) parameter. 

From a time-dependent SchrOdinger equation we progress, by conventional tech
niques, to a description of excitation by means of a density matrix. This procedure 
allows the introduction of relaxation processes in a phenomenologica! way. By this 
means we arrive at equations describing partially coherent (or incoherent) molecular 
excitation. The present memo illustrates the structure of these equations for noudegen-
erate systems. 

The material presented here is a portion of a more extensive treatment of propa
gation to be presented separately. 
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§111.1 The Schrodiager Equation for Pulsed Raman Excitation 

Molecular excitation by radiation is well described, with the neglect of incoher
ence, by the time dependent (TD) Schrfldinger equation. For laser radiation it is ade
quate to regard the radiation field at any point as a classical time-dependent electro
magnetic field rather than as an operator. In the optical and infrared region of the 
spectrum the dominant interaction of radiation with a molecule, with center of mass 
at position R, is the electric-dipole interaction -d.EfR.t). The time evolution of the 
molecular state vector *(R,t) for a molecule at this position is therefore governed by 
the TD Schrodinger equation 

ft f- *(R,t) = -/H(R,t) *(R,t) E -/THa - d-E(R.t)} *(t) (111.1-1) 
ot 

where H° is the Hamiltonian of the unperturbed molecule. The coordinate R may be 
viewed in two ways. In a fully quantum mechanical treatment of the molecule, R is 
the operator that corresponds to the center of mass coordinate. Motion of the centero 
of mass is governed by an appropriate SchxOdinger equation. We shall folio* an alt
ernative semiclassical approach in which the internal molecular structure obeys quan
tum mechanics but the molecule as a whole moves along a classical trajectory. In this 
latter view the coordinate R is simply a parameter. It expresses the location at which 
we require the value of the electric field, in the dipole approximation for the interac
tion energy, and in this guise it enters the Hamiltofiian as a parameter (or c-number). 
For simplicity we consider stationary molecules. Because the field differs at different 
positions (due to pulse attenuation, reshaping, etc.) the statevector will be different at 
different positions. This parametric dependence on R is what we imply by the nota
tion tf(R,t) 

Pulse-Mode Expansion 

Let us consider radiation that consists of time varying pulses centered about vari
ous carrier frequencies m^, so that at the location of the molecule the positive fre
quency portion of the field has the form 

EM(R,t) = V E ( + ) A ( R , t ) = J V e(A) <?j,(R,t) exp(ikA.R -<wAt>. (111. I-2) 
A A 

When the carrier frequencies approximately match Bohr transition frequencies it is 
often possible to introduce a muhiwave rotating wave approximation amongst the 
molecular states that are connected by near-resonant electric-dipole transitions. Such is 
the conventional description of near-resonant coherent excitation. Here we consider a 
different situation We want to determine the molecular state vector under the 
assumption thai none of the carrier frequencies is near resonant with a molecular 
transition. In this situation excitation can be regarded as proceeding by various 
multi-photon transitions. Let us consider specifically (nonresonant) Raman pioce^es 
These are two-photon processes in which absorption from one frequency combines 
with emission into another frequency. The difference of these two frequencies 
matches a molecular transition frequency, but neither frequency alone is close to a 
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transition frequency. (Resonant Raman processes, in which the individual photons are 
near resonant, may be treated within the general framework of multistats dipole exci
tation.) 

Basis Expansion 

The evaluation of the molecular stale vector, or wavefunction, is always done by 
expressing the molecular statevector in terms of some tractable set of basis states. In 
general, we introduce some set of molecular basis stats i>m and write the statevector at 
time t for a molecule whose center of mass is at R, as 

*(R,t) = ^ T tfm Cm(R,t) expHfm(R,t)]. (IV.I-3) 
m 

ideally the summation goes over a complete set of molecular states. In practice we 
include only some finite approximation to such a set. The exponential phases fm(R,0 
are to be chosen a prion with the intention of incorporating at least part of the iden-
tifieable dependence on time (and position), so thai the probability amplitudes C^fR.E) 
are more slowly varying. To simplify the present discussion we consider a fixed 
location R, and omit reference to this parameter by writing E(t) s E(R,t) and *(t) m 
*{R,t), etc. The next section will consider the alterations needed when we consider 
molecules at different locations. 

Molecular P and Q Basis States 

We mafce the assumption that the electric field is sufficiently weak {and 
nonresonant) that neither mulliphoton dissociation nor ionization occurs. Then the 
state vector <I>{t) is expressible, at all times, as a superposition of bound molecular 
basis stales. These molecular states will combine rotational, vibrational, and electronic 
excitation. Within this basis the Hamiltonian operator becomes a discrete (albeit large) 
matrix. By definition, the operator H° becomes a diagonal matrix in this basis. The 
electric dipole moment operator has appreciable matrix elements only between states 
that differ either in electronic excitation or in vibrational excitation. 

Of this large set of molecular states, most are not resonant either for one-photon 
or rwo-photon (Raman) transitions, and so they do not participate directly in the 
dynamics. They may be regarded as virtual states. They affect the dynamics indi
rectly, by contributing to the polarizibility of the molecule. We wish to eliminate 
explicit reference to these state in our equations, and retain their properties only 
through appropriate parameters, the polarizibility. To simplify the discussion, let us 
first assume that there are no near-resonant single photon transitions. 

For application to Raman processes we can divide the molecular basis states into 
two sets. In the first set we place the ground state and those low-lying rotational (or 
rotational and vibrational) states that connect with the ground state either by various 
Raman processes. Let us call this set, the states $ the P set. For simplicity, we 
shall here assume that there are no nonzero matrix elements of the electric-dipole 
moment operator d between any of the P states. The remaining states form ihe 0 set, 
and are denoted ip They are each orthogonal to each of the P states. These states 
have the properties 
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<vpi d itfp.> = o <0 p i^ q > = o. ( in. i-4) 
Here ftW„ is the energy eigenvalue of molecular state p in the absence of the electric 
field E(t). With the separation of basis states in this manner we can express the 
molecular state vector *(t) at all times as a superposition of the form 

* ( t ) Y^ 0 P C„(t) exrX-AV) + ^ T tf, C,(t) expC-iW t̂). (III.l-5a) 

The introduction of explicit phases /Wt gives expansion coefficients C(t) in the Dirac 
picture. The time variable t has, in the present context of the TD Schrfidinger equa
tion, an arbitrary starting point. In the larger context of propagation, it is the time 
relative to the arrival of a fiducial pulse of radiation at the location of the molecule. 

We shall consider below the spalia) variation that remains for the moment impli
cit. We shall see that we compare wavefunctions al different positions, as we must in 
the treatment of propagation, we introduce an expansion having the form 

*(R,t) = ^ T i£p Cp(R,t) expfiKp.K -AVpt) + £ r/>q C,(R,t) exp(/Kq.R -iWqt) 
P q 

(ni.l-5b) 

The vectors K p provide adjustments to the arbitrary phase of the wavefunction, and 
may be chosen to simplify the equations of motion. Far the present we ignore these 
additional phases, and concentrate on the equations for fixed position. This simplifica
tion ma) be viewed as the introduction of phased variables 

Cp(t) = Cp(R,t) exp(/Kp.r) 

with similar expression for C (t). 

Essential States 

The most important of the Q States are those that have nonzero value for the 
electric dipole moment matrix element to cne of the P-space states. Each of these 
particular Q states can be reached from one of the P states by the excitation pro
duced by absorption of a single electric-dipole photon. We are corjcertied with non-
resonant Raman processes. By hypothesis then, none of the q states are resonant for 
any transitions from the P states. The Q states are therefore relatively unpopulated; 
they are, in this sense, virtual states. We shall be interested in only those Q states that 
connect with P states by single-photon processes, and so we shall neglect all radiaiive 
processes within the Q states This essential stales approximation products the equa
tions 
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ft ^ Cp{t) = + ' ^ <p|d.E(t)|q> Cq(t) exp(-i(Wq-Wp)t] (Hl.1-6) 

ft ^ C„(l} = + i ^ <q!d.E(tto> Cp(t) ei:pl-,(Wp-W,it]. (111.1-7) 

Apart from Ihe essential states approximation, these equations provide a complete des
cription for molecular excitation by radiation, under the approximation that the mean 
wavelength of the radiation is much longer than molecular dimensions (the electric-
dipole approximation), and under the assumption that spontaneous emission, as well as 
other relaxation phenomena, are negligible, 

Adiabatic Elimination 

We start from the equation for Q-state amplitudes, which we formally integrate to the 
expression 

- 1 1 * 5 : h Cq(t) * i J dt' ) <q|d.E<t')|p> C p(f) expHfWp-W,),']. (nl.1-8) 
P 

We now use Fourier transform methods on the amplitude equations, with the notation 
f(u) for the Fourier transform of f(t). 

HO - { dw exp(-iut) F(w). (1II.I-9) 

In particular, we let E(u) denote the vector of transforms of the vector E(t) for the 
field at the mol 
Fourier integral 
field at the molecule position R We can write the solution for C (t) as the double 

J d l " J ̂  W p - W q W < q | d M u ' ^ P > C P ( U Y ('"••-'«» 
P 

These results hold, exactly, for any electric field. Our concern is with fields that 
describe pulses of radiation with reasonably welt defined carrier frequencies, i.e pukes 
whose band widths are narrow compared with molecular frequency differences. Spec
ifically, let us suppose that the positive frequency part of the electric field at the 
molecular center of mass, E(t), has the form 

E'*)(t) = V Ej/t) = \ YeCM £A(t> exp(-iwAt), fill. 1-11 j 
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This is the expression, at fixed position. We shall consider below the spatial depen
dence thai remains implicit in this expansion. In order that this pulse mode expan
sion be useful, the Fourier transform of E^(t) must be strongly peaked within a 
bandwidth Aw^ about frequency it>\, and the band widths must be much smaller than 
the separation between carrier frequencies. 

We now introduce the basic assumptions of nonresonant Q states: 

1). We assume that the frequencies contributing to E (̂u>') are localized around 
the value u>x . within a bandwidth Au^ that is much smaller than the fre
quency differences |Wp-W„±W)J. This approximation allows us to replace u' 
by u\ in the denominator (Wp-WqW-Kij). 

2) We assume that the frequencies contributing to Cfi(w) are much smaller than 
the frequency differences |Wp-Wq±«^|. This nonresonani approximation allows 
us to replace w by 0 in the denominator (Wp-Wq+u>'+u>). It is equivalent to 
the assumption that negligible population reaches the Q states. 

Using these approximations we obtain the formula for the Q-state amplitude Cq(t) as 

* Cq(t) = 

4 Y " w " K W P - ! ! f ' ' ) ' 1 f d ( " I d w ' e x pr-'("H-<"'M «Hd.EA(u')|p> Cp{w) 
^r" q p ** J. J, 

+ y expl-xwp-wq).i f f 

pA 

dw' exp[-;(i<W)t] <q]d.EA(w') |p> C (u>>, (IH.I-12) 

The integrals merely reproduce the Fourier transforms of the functions E^'^d) and 
Cp<t). The result can be written as a linear relationship between amplitudes [more 
general expressions would involve time derivatives of amplitudes), 

Cq(l) = ] T M \ p ( t ) c p(i) (III. I-13} 

where the rime dependent coefficients are 

M \ p ( t ) •= 
<q|d.E(+)A(t)|p> <q|d.El-)A(t)jp> 
*(%-H' p -« A ) hCHf^-V^x) exp[-/(Wp-Wq)t]. (m. I-14) 

These matrix elements can be written in terms of the pulse envelope functions (at 
fixed position) as 

< H p A ' 
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These are basically the expressions obtained by Placzek, who treated a single mono
chromatic wave (he used the notation M M for the matrix element <q)M|p>). 

The Schrodinger Equation with Adiabatic Elimination 

We have separated the molecular states into F states (low-lying, populated states) 
and essential Q states (connected by dipole transitions to P states, yet unpopulated). 
For the present we have neglected near resonant dipole transitions amongst the P 
stales. We now wish to obtain for the P states equations of motion that make no 
explicit reference to the Q states. To do this we start from the (Dirac picture) 
SchrMinger equation that dictates the time dependence of Cp.(t) in terms of Cq(t). 
Into this equation we substitute the adiabatic result for Cq(t), Eqn. (IIT.I-I2'). The 
result is the equation 

fi £ cp.(t) = | ] T <P'|d.e(A)|q> <?A(t) M ^ ( t ) Cp(t) wpI-i(W(1-WI,.+wA)t] 
qAA'p 

(in.1-16) 

+ i ^ T <pld.e(A')V ^.(t)* M^pft) Cp(t) exrt-«CWq-Wp.-«>.)t]. 

qwp 

From the structure of the matrix M\t) as the sum of two parts, we recogni^ that 
each set of indices qAA'p produces four terms. These four terms involve four different 
exponential time dependences. These frequency differences fall into two classes. Two 
of the differences allow the possibility of resonances, when 

»'P " W

P ' = UA' " "A- (III. 1-17) 

When such conditions apply, the frequency difference vanishes. For neither of the 
remaining two frequency differences is such a resonance condition possible. These 
differences are always large, compared with possible values of tne resonance differ
ences. This separation into two classes of frequency increments is equivalent to sep
aration into two classes of time scales: long (for resonance terms) and short (for non-
resonant terms). 

The Rotating Wave Approximation. 

We now make the rotating wave approximation (RWA). That is, we separate time 
variations into those that are fast and those that are slow, and we average over those 
time variations that are fast. These rapidly varying exponentials involve the non-reso
nant frequency differences. Our averaging eliminates exponentials in which rapid 
time changes occur (i.e. exponentials in which the phase is the product of t and a 
large frequency increment.) In the RWA we neglect all exponentials that involve fre
quency combinations of the form 
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fW, Wp) ± « A 
and (Wp - Wp.) ± (uA + w v ) . 

We retain only the two exponentials that involve frequency differences of the form 

(Wp + ux) - (Wp, + wx.). 

With this approximation we can write the P-state equations as 

£c„,(t) == -i ] T Wp,p(t) Cp(t). (ni.j-is) 

The matrix Wp,p(t) that appears here as the effective Hamiltonian (in units of 
frequency) has the elements 

<p'|d.e(A')*[q> <q)d.e(A)|p> | <p1d.e(AHq> <q|d.e(A')*|p: 
W , - W p «A w„ - w„ + (J A . J 

(in.i-i9) 

This expression is the final result of the adiabatic elimination: all dependence upon Q 
states appears in terms of intermediate states in summations. The summation includes 
both resonant and antiresonant denominators: the resonant terms involve -u whereas 
the antiresonant terms involve -KJ. AS h clear from the conditions needed for adia
batic elimination of the virtual states, none of the transition frequencies can be close 
to resonance with any of the carrier frequencies. Any such resonant states must be 
retained in the set of P states. 

The Polarizability Tensor 

The formula for the matrix elements of W(t) involve both molecular properties 
(sums of products of dipole moments) and field properties (polarization unit vectors 
and amplitudes.) This expression can be simplified by introducing two second renk 
tensors, one that depends upon molecular properties and another that expresses field 
polarization characteristics. 

To express molecular properties most simply we introduce the tensor operator 
Xiu^ii1), a dyadic defined by the equation for Cartesian components X^(«,a)'): 

<P'| X y ^ . W ) | P> l <p'|di|o><qldjlP> <p1d j|qxq|d i|p> 
* (W C -V/.-u) fi(W„ - Wp + u') (in.i-20) 

Using this dyadic we can write the effective Hamiltonian matrix elements (at fixed 
position) as 
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*Wp,p(t) = - ^ E(")A.<t). <p'|X(«;>., wA)|p>.E(+)A(t) exp[i(Wp,-Wp)t]. 
XX 

(IH.1-21) 

To express the directional properties of the field we introduce the field polarization 
dyadic e(A',A), whose Cartesian components form a tensor e^(X\X): 

e(A\A) = e(V)* e(A), e^A*,*) = e^A')* e/A). (m.1-22) 

We shall abbreviate the required contraction of the molecular tensor and the field 
tensor by the notation 

X : e = 2 ^ Xy sS: (in.1-23) 
ij 

That i£, 

<p,|e(A')*.X(w-n., u;A).e{A)Jp> = <p',X(^,, wA )| p>:€(A\ A). (III.N24) 

Using these dyadics v» can wiite the effective Hamiltonian matrix elements aj 

flWP'pf" = - | ^ £X-M* £XM expI/CWp-Wp+w^.-^Jt] <p*!X(c;A., uA)|pxe<A\A). 
XX 

(III.1-25) 

This is the effective Hamiltonian governing time variation of P states when negligible 
population occurs in Q states. 

The Polarizability Approximation 

We require these matrix elements only for cases in which the exponentiated fre
quency sum is small. We can use this property, 

Wp. + ux, ~ Wp + ux (III. 1-26) 

in the denominators of the two-argument operator X(OJ,U') to obtain a single-argument 
operator X(w). This approximation allows us to write the energy operator (whose 
matrix elements give Wp,p) as dependent only on one frequency, say that of the inci
dent photon, rather than on two frequencies (the incident and scattered photons). 
This approximation (Placzek's polarizability approximation) becomes an equality in the 
rotating wave approximation and in the Raman resonance approximation. It holds so 
long as the sums are not sensitive to frequency differences comparable to the Raman 
shifts Wp - W„i, and so it assumes that none of the frequencies are near resonance 
with the Q states (thi? assumption is already present in the adiabatic approximation 
needed to derive Eqn. III.1-20)), With these approximations we can express molecu
lar properties by means of the tensor polarizability operator X(u>), a dyadic defined by 
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the equation for Cartesian components X;i(w): 
>r 

<p*| X^w) | p> = ^ 

q 

<p'|di|qxq|dj|p> <p'|d j|qxqld i|p> 
fi(Wq - Wp - w) + ft(Wq - Wp. + w) (m.1-27) 

(This is the polarizability operator of Placzek; he writes matrix elements <p(M(q> as 
Mop). Note that the indices ij are interchanged in 'he second summation, and that 
the first sum contains the final-state energy E p. « ft\Vp, whereas the second sum con
tains the initial-state energy E p = ftWp. These matrix elements have the property 

<p'| XyM |p> - <p| Xij(-w) |p*>*. (TO. 1-28) 

Using this dyadic we can write the effective Hamilionian matrix elements as 

fiWp,p(t) = - ^ T E(")A,(t). <p'|X(WA)ip>.E(+)A(t) exp[/(Wp.-Wp)t]. (III.1-29) 
XV 

This is a generalization of the elementary expression for the energy of an induced 
dipoie moment, 

H"" = -d.E = -E.a.E. (i/U-30) 

The Raman Hamiltonian 

The adiabatic elimination procedure, together with the polariz?bililty approxima
tion, gives the following expression for the matrix elements of the effective Raman 
Hamiltonian at fixed position: 

W P ' P ; ( ) = 'ik X ^ ' ( , ) * £ x ( t ) " p [ ' ( w p - w p + U > - U A W <p'|XK)ip> :e(X\A). 
XX' 

(III, 1-31) 

This is the matrix element to be used in the equation of motion for the P-state amp
litudes Cp.(t) at a given position. The matrix AW(t) is the effective Hamiltonian for 
Raman processes in the rotating wave approximation, and the envelope functions <? (̂t) 
refer to the field at the location of the molecule. In this Hamiltoriian all molecular 
properties are parameterized by the polarizability operator X(w), as contrasted with the 
dipoie moment operator A that occurs for single-photon transitions. In place of ihe 
field unit vect-jr of single-photon transitions, we now have a second rank tensor. 
And in place of a single electric field amplitude we now have the product of two 
amplitudes, it may be noted that the po&nzMfon a^oximation of Eqn. (111.1-21) 
allows us to introduce a molecular operator that depends upon a single frequency, 
rather than the two frequencies that appear in Eqn. (III. 1-20). 

We shall be concerned with radiation in which the modes all fall within a band 
of photon energies that is much smaller than the molecular excitation energies In 
this situation we make no appreciable error in replacing the exact mode-dependent 
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operator X(u)j,) by the operator X(u) appropriate some mean frequency w. We can 
therefore remove the molecular matrix cifiment from the sum and write 

Wp<p(t) = - -L <plX{i)lp ; Y :F(A\A; t) exp[-i(Wp-Wp. +«A'WA,)t]. (JII.I-32) 

Ail required properties of the field are embodied in the dyadic F, » second rank 
tensor with Cartesian components 

F,j(A',A; t) = ei(>')*<?A.(t)* ej(A)c?A(t). (IU.1-33) 

Only the composite properties of the field embodied in this dyadic are needed to 
describe Raman excitation. 

The terras that we have retained here, through the RWA, have the rvoperty 
expressed by Eqn. (HI.3-20). Thai is, the states p and i- are connected by two-photon 
resonance involving photons from modes > and >'. This includes the Raman-type 
resonances, when Wp + u^ = iVp. + wy. as well as the case w .̂ = w) but Wp.;£ Wp 

The time dependence of W(t) occurs for two reasons. First, the exponential fac
tors express the rime variation of the cairrier frequencies. Second, W(t) involves bili
near products of pulse-err/elope amplitudes •?>•(') and <?>(t) as embodied in the 
dyadic F(",A; t). These change as the pulses propagate, and so fhey depend both upon 
time and, implicitly, upon position. 

The exponential phase factors that occur in the mstrix W , (x) arc the same sort 
that occur in traditional treatments of roultistate excitation via single-photon nansi-
tions. In those cases one employs a rotating-wave picture rather than a Dirac picture. 
One makes a rotating wave approximation by retaining only those terms whose phases 
are null, and neglecting the large-phase terms. Here we have used the Dirac picture, 
rathe- than the rotating wave picture, so we are not guaranteed that phases wil' 
v?nish. Indeed, we recognize that >he phase will not vanish in the important case of 
a strong pump (see below). 

The matrix elements W . (i) depend not only upon time, but also upon the direc--
tionality properties (the polarization direciions) of a bilinear product of e'ectric field 
vectors. These properties enter as the unit vectors e(A) and e(A') , and are expressed 
by means of the tensor e(A",A). The molecular dependence upon spatial orientation 
enters through the reference frame implicit in the dipoli moment operator (a vector) 
d, as expressed through the molecular tensor operator X(u). The matrix element 
Wp,p(l) involves a scalar constructed from the molecular tensor operator X and the 
field ten?or e. This is a fixed coefficient, for given molecule siates p'.p and given 
pulse modes A,V, 

Diagonal Elements 

The diagrnal elements of the matrix Wp, (f) have phase factors in which, by def
inition , the energy difference Wp - Wp, vanishes. We therefore obtain the result 
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Wpp(t) E Ap(t) = - i <PIX(S>)lp> ^ T :e(A\A) <?A,(0* <?>,(t) exp[i(uA. -c^t ] . 
AA' 

(01.1-34) 

ID the rotating wave approximation (or the single-mode approximation) these elements 
require only those modes for which u\ •= uj. . When we include molecular degeneracy, 
as we must in treating rotational spectra, we obtain matrix elements of this same type 
{i.e. involving the condition o>ji • w\) between degenerate sublevels. That is, the 
dynamic Stark interaction not only shifts energies but it also mixes degenerate states. 

In the plane wave approximation each pulse mode is characterized by frequency 
and polarization. There will be a unique direction to the electric field of frequency 
u^ and so each frequency has a definite polarization. As a consequence, the specifi
cation of frequency may also be regarded as a specification of the polarization direc
tion. However, the unit vectors needed for this specification may change with posi
tion, if the polarization properties change. One would need to introduce a changing 
basis to accomodate this change. The result would be equivalent to the summation 
over two preassigned vectors, as implied by the previous equation. In the simple case 
that no polarization change occurs, the diagonal elements in the RWA are 

A P W = " ^ <PlX(w)|p> ] T :e(A,A) |<?A(t)|i (III.1-34) 

These terms represent time-dependent dynamic Stark shifts. Notice that this shift is 
negative. 

The Schrodinger Equation 

The ScfrT&d'mger equation for the probability amplitude for state p\ for a molec
ule at fixed position, is 

s + /v«) C P , ( , ) = 4ft Y, C P ( t ) <p'lx(^lP> ^T W,K 0 
P ! £ p ' AA' 

x exp[-/(Wp-Wp, +u\-u;x,)t). (IH.1-35) 

In the RWA we retain only those terms whose exponentials are slowly varying with 
time. 

Example: Strong Pump 

As an application of the general formula for Wp, (t), consider excitation with a 
single strong pump mode (P) together with Stokes (S) and anti-Stokes (A) modes. 
Suppose that the pump is much stronger than either of these modes, as expressed by 
the inequalities 

|c? s| « |tfP|». |«fA| « |<?P|* (III. I-36) 
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Then the diagonal elements of the effective Hamiltoatan (the dynamic Stark shifts) 
are 

*Ap(t) = - i <p|X(Wp)|p> :E(P,P) |<?P(0|2 • (HI.1-37) 

The off-diagona! elements depend upon pump field and upon secondary fields, either 
Stokes or anti-Stokes. Suppose first that (final) state p' lies above (initial) state p. 
Then from the resonance condition we identify A with the pump and A' with the 
Stokes modes. The off-diagonal matrix element becomes 

Wp.p(t) = - -L <p'[X(wP)|p> :<E(S,P) <?s(t)* <?P(t) exp(-tfSI>) 

-±r <p,|X(u-p)|p> :e(P,A) <?P(t)* <?A(0 e x p ( - i ^ ) 

- ^ <p*IX(c;P)|p> :S(P,P) |<?P(<>|2 exp-[r(Wp-Wp.)t]. (III. I-38) 

Here ^ . is the phase associated with modes A and A', 

*AA- - WP - *V + "A " "A* 

The RWA neglects the last term, proportional to l^pl 1. On the other hand, if (final) 
state p' lies below (initial) state p, then A' is an anti-Stokes mode, aDd we have the 
expression 

W P ' P W = - ^ <p'|Xfwp)|p> :e(A,P) <?A(t)* Spbfrxpt-ifo) 

-±r <P'|X(wP)|p> :e(p,S) <SP{t)* <?s(t) exp(-i^pS) 

- ^ <p'|X(cp)|p> :e(P,P) |<?P(t)|» expfwXWp-Wp.Jt]. (III. 1-39) 

The RWA neglects the last term. Without making the RWA it is not possible to intro
duce phases that will remove all time dependence from the elements of W(t). 
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§111.2 Corrections to Adiabatic Elimination 

We have derived equations that require the polarizibililty operator X(u>A) evaluated 
at discrete carrier frequencies. Let us consider modifications that account for the 
finite bandwidth of the pulses. For this purpose it is useful to define the vector 

D " P ( w ) " fi(Wp-Wq+w) ^rrrrr « M P > - -IW W >* (ra.2-1) 

Then we can write the exact expression for the Q state amplitude, Eqn. (HIJ-JO), as 
the double Fourier integral 

C,{t) "I I'- I dw2 exp[-y(Wp-Wq+o,1+Wl)t] D (w^w,) .^ , ) CJpJ. (UI.2-2) 

Let us continue to assume that the molecular amplitudes are adequately described by 
nonresonant low frequency components, so that we can continue the approximation w2 

= 0 in the denominator of DOI^+WJ), but let us now allow dependence on ^ by in
troducing an expansion about OJA : we write 

D q p (« ] w 1 ) .E A (« 1 ) = ] T ( W l - W A )» D ^ X u ^ . E ^ ) (IH.2-3) 
k=0 

where the coefficients ate frequency derivatives evaluated at the carriei frequency. 

o a P

( k ) ( ^ ) •i- f f Alk D 

k! [du] " * 
,(«) 

J=W A 

(ni.2-4) 

Specifically we have 

Dj°h<»>,) = D„ PK) IP 1 •*' fi(Wp-W,+ u>) 
<q]djp? (HI.2-5) 

D » W ^ ) - , m , - „ ' m <fll««IP» = H * D p q ( - ^ ) * . (m.2-6) 
*(Wp-Wq+ «>)* 

With this procedure we obtain, in place of Eqn. (QI.1-12), the equations 

Cq(t) - ] T *V k)(+a.A) [dw J du' exp[-i(Wp-Wq+w)t] (v'-u^? .EA(c/) CpCy-w) 

(III.2-7) 
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• Y D

q P

( kH-WA) dw duf expI-r(Wp-W,+«u)t] (u/+w>)k -EA(W*)* Cpfy-
pAk J • 

• « , ) . 

The integrals differ from simple Fourier transforms of E^'^C) by »he presence of 
powers of (ii)"-ijt)̂ ). When we convert this equation tacV to the time domain we obtain 

r 

C,(t) = - \ Y, Oj»l*ux)MX) «m-«Wp-W,«A)tl Cp(t) [ r | j * <?A(t) 
pAk l-

- i J ] D<|p0i)(-«>).e(A)' exp[-/(Wp-Wq-UA)t] Cp(t) f / | ] k <?A(t)* 

(HI.2-8) 

There are no additional time derivatives of the molecular amplitudes because of ovr 
approximation 2). The connection matrix between Cp(t) and C (t) becomes 

M\ p(t) = -\ exp[-/(Wp-Wq+WA)<] Y 0,p ( k )K)-e^) ( ' | ) k *A<0 

I ex Pl-'CWp-W,-^)!] ^T D^Wl-wxWA)* f / J ^ <?A(t)* . (III.2-9) 

This series may be regarded as an expansion in powers of the tatio of pulse 
bandwidth Ac^ to noaresonant detunmg, that is, to the frequency difference between 
a carrier frequency and a typical pair of states from P and Q space, |W -W +<^j. 
For sufficiently broadband pulses, some frequencies will approach resonance and these 
terms will become important. (At the same time, however, population will be brought 
into the Q states, and our assumption of adiabatic elimination fai!s: we must consider 
Q-state dynamics.) It should be noted that although we have removed our restriction 
to narrow pulse bandwidth, we have continued to assume that the frequency distribu' 
tion of amplitude C (t) contains negligible resonant components. A more general pro
cedure, without this assumption, would produce a connection of the form 

c,w = Y, M \ P W [|) k cPl(0 
pAk 

The Dipole Moment 

The dipole-moment expectation value is 
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<d(t)> = 1 &« ^ Cp.(t) d p >, Cq(t) expf-^W^Wp.)!] • (in.2-10) 
P'q 

By using the preceding formula we can eliminate the Q state amplitudes and write 
this as 

p'qpXk 

+D l q p(M(-^).e{A)* e)tpt+^A)t] f, j V <?A(t)* ]. 

(III.2-1I) 

This can be rewritten as 

<6(t)> = - <2« ^ ppp.(t) expH(Wp-Wp.+uA)t] 
p'qpA 

(111.2-12) 

This expansion can be expressed in terms of derivatives of the polarization operator, 

<d(t)> = - 9U- ^ pp p,(t) expI-/(Wp-Wp.+wA)tj 

p'qpA 

Z E [ ( £ } <P'|X**),P> 

w=w A 

.e(A) [ ' l ) k *AW. 

(HI.2-13) 

We may expect that derivative terms are negligible as long as the bandwidth AwA is 
much smaller than the frequency difference between a typical P state plus carrier, Wp 

+ wA, and the lowest lying Q state. When the pulse envelope contains such (high) 
frequency components, Q-state excitation becomes likely and we may need to revise 
our assumption that Q-states do not participate in the dynamics. 

The Hamiltooian 
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These equations are those that are produced by the Raman Hamilionian 

Wp.p(t) = J exp[i(tt'p.-Wp)tj ^T dp,q DJV^WW) ^.{t>* ( | ]k ^<t) 

kqAA1 

(ffl.2-14) 

This is the effective Hamiltonian to use when we wish to treat dispersion. It is the 
Raman Hamiltonian that is consistant with the dispersive expression for the dipole 
moment. It diffeis from the traditional Raman Hamiltortiaji by the presence of time 
derivatives of pulse envelopes. Only the term with k - 0 permits factorization in 
terms of a polarizibility operator. 

<p-|Xf»|p> = ^ T [dp.q DqpCJM + D^CJf-uJdp., ]. (ID.2-15) 
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$111.3 Spatial Variation of Molecular Scbrodinger Equation 

Let us consider the modifications that are needed when we wish to compare 
molecular excitation at different locations. We begin with the time-dependent 
SchrCdinger equation appropriate to eleciric-dipole transitions, for a molecule with 
center of mass at R: 

fi i: *(R,t) = -iJH» - d.E(R.t)) *(R,t). (1H.3-1) 

The electric field has the expansion 

5<+>(R.U •= Y " EMA(R,t) = \ \ eCM <5A(R,t) exp(ikA.R -jt^t). (Hl.3-2) 
A A 

We write the statevector at time t for a molecule whose center of mass is at R, as 

*(R,t) = ] T ^ Cm(R,t) exp[-/fm(R,t)l. (ni.3-3) 

The Phases 

Although in principle the phases may be chosen as arbitrary functions of space 
and time, in practice one assumes separability and writes 

5-JR.t) = « m t - K m .R. (I1I.3-4) 

The frequency iom may be taken as zero (thereby defining the Schrodinger 
picture) or as the molecular frequency Wm corresponding to the unperturbed energy 
eigenvalue flWm of state \l>m (thereby defining the Dirac picture), or it may be taken 
as some combination of radiation-field frequencies (therby defining a rotating wave 
picture). The latter choice allows us to remove from the Hamjltonian the time varia
tions associated with near-resonant carrier frequencies, leaving an effective Hamilto-
nian that varies in time only because of slower changes in pulse envelopes. For des
criptions of radiation-induced motions (such as cooling or trapping of molecules by 
radiation), it is often useful to incorporate into the molecular energies the center-of-
mass kinetic energy Mv*/2 associated with molecular center-of-mass velocity v. When 
excitation is largely attributable to photon absorption (rather than collisions with 
massive particles), one may wish to define phases that include appropriately modified 
kinetic energies corresponding to internal excitation states. 

The wavevector K m allows us to remove a portion of the spatial variation of the 
Hamiltonian that originates in plane-wave carriers. It amounts to the introduction of 
a state-dependent center-of-mass momentum for the molecule. For molecules initially 
at rest in the ground state ^„ we would take K p <= 0, whereas for a moving molecule 
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fiK0 may be taken as the molecular momentum Mv. The remaining excited-state 
values represent momentum transferred to the molecule as a consequence of photon 
absorption from the field. In a photon-number representation of the field differences 
of these vectors represent molecular momentum changes as a result of photon absorp
tion and emission (cf. the discussion in Bernhardt and Shore, 1981)- In the classical 
description of the fields used here, differences of wavevectors occur when we evalu
ate products of electric field mode amplitudes. We shall be interested in propagation 
aloDg a beam. Under those circumstances the most convenient choice for JCm will be 
a vector along the primasy propagation axis, say the z direction, so that the phase 
reads 

£•»(*.«> •= ««.t - «»*• (m.3-5) 

The use of such phases is equivalent to introducing a delay time 

m in 

and writing the stale-vector expansion coefficient as 

Cm(R.i) expt«Kmz - »mt)l •= C^R.t) expHu^t -T„». (111.3-7) 

When all of wavevectors K m and the frequencies wm have a common ratio (Che phase 
velocity v m and the delay time T m are independent of m), then the phase choice is 
equivalent to introducing a retarded time T - t - T m as the temporal argument of the 
probability amplitude: we take the local zero-point of time (at a given molecule) to 
coincide with the arrival of a fiducial mark moving with the phase velocity v = 
a ' m /K m . The expansion coefficient then becomes 

Cm(R,t) exp[/(Kmz - umt)] = C r a(R,r + T) expf-r^rj. (HJ.3-8) 

where r = t - z/v. Although it is possible to use a different time scale for each pro
bability amplitude (thereby introducing a different time window for each pulse), such 
a procedure complicates the equations of motion. 

It should be stressed that the phases f„,(R,0 are introduced solely to simplify sub
sequent equations; ideally they produce amplitude functions that vary more slowly 
with space and time. Any injudicious choice of explicit phase will ultimately be 
compensated by a phase in the amplitude Cm(R,t). 

The Schrfldinger Equation 

Upon introducing these phases the expansion into P and Q states reads 

• q 0 . *(R.t) - ^ % Cj,(K,t) exp(/Kp.R -flVpt) + ^ i&, C„(R,t) exp(rtCq.R -iTVq 

P q 
(III 3-9) 

The SchrOdinger equation for the P states, obtained by adiabatic elimination of the Q 
states, is 
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i Cp.(R,t> = -i ^ T Wp,p(R,t) Cp(R,t). (II1.3-10) 
P 

With the neglect of direct dipole transitions between P states the effective Hamiltonian 
W(R,t) is due to polarizability. We introduced the polarizability operator X(u) and 
the field polarization tensor B(X\X). Upon using these tensors we obtain the expres
sion 

*W„.p(R,t) . -•} J^ ^' (R-t)* ^A( R . t) <p1X(wAXp>:e(A',A) 
XX 

x expf/rWp.-Wp ^ . - w A ) t ] exDl-/(Kp. -K p +kA, -I(A).R] (ni.3-11) 

In place of Eqn. (HI. 1-29) we have 

Wp,p(R,t) = - ^ <p1X(£)fp> ^:F(A',A; R.t) expH(Wp-Wp. •wA-a>A,)f] (U1.3-'2) 

XX 

where the Cartesian components of the field dyadic F are 

Fy(A\A; R.t) = edtf£x.(R,tf e-XX)Sx(R,t) exp[-i(ICp. -K +kA, -kA).R] 
(m.3-13) 

This effective Raman Hamiltonian includes not only a time dependent phase, involv
ing frequency differences, bw also a position dependent phase, involving differences 
of wave vectors. For any fixed position this phase does not change with time. In 
simple cases, such as excitation of nondegenerate excitation chains in which each 
excitation link is associated with a unique carrier frequency, these phases do not 
affect the dynamics. In other cases the relative phases of various Rabi frequencies 
may profoundly affect the dynamics. (Such a case occurs in two-step excitation from 
J = 0 to J i= 1 to J = 0.) When we treat propagation, it is desirable to have proba
bility amplitudes Cp(R,t) that vary slowly with position. The arbitrary vector K p can 
be used to remove a portion of the spatial variation from the probability amplitude. 
Specifically, the vector K p can be taken along the dominant propagation axis. 
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§111.4 Tbe Density Matrix Equation 

The single-molecule SchrOdinger equation does not provide a description of homo
geneous relaxation phenomena. (One can include effects of Dopplei broadening, a 
form of inhomogeneous relaxation, by summing over molecular velocities.) Solutions to 
the Schrtdinger equation are undampled oscillations (Rabi oscillations) that persist in
definitely. The SchrOdinger equation does not approach a steady limit. To treat 
steady-state limits it is traditional to employ the density matrix. For simplicity we 
consider only molecules at a fixed position, and we suppress explicit mention of this 
position R. (To correct this omission we replace phases Wpt by Wpt - K p.R.) 

Thi Density Matrix 

Let us consider a single species of moiecule, describable by P state vector *(t). 
Quantum mechanical expectation values for an operator M have the form, for this 
pure statE, 

<M(t)> = <*(1)jM|*(t> . (111.4-1) 

To evaluate this expression we introduce a set of basis states, say 0 p , for which we 
can evaluate matrix elements of the operator M; 

M p . p = <^ |M|* p >. (UlA-2) 

Then we can write the pure-state expectation value in the form 

<M(0> = ^ P P v « M P P " = &"**<K P»M ). (ni.4-3) 
PP' 

The density matrix p(t) introduced by this equation has elements 

Pp.p(0 = <^.|*(l)><*(t)^p>- (Hl.4-4) 

This equation may be regarded as the definition of the pure-state density niatrix p, in 
the SchrOdinger picture. When we make an expansion o,' the statevector in terms of 
basis states in the form 

*<t) = Y *v C P ( , ) ^-WpQ * X ! *"> C « ( t ) e x p ("''W'! ! ) (M 1-5) 
p q 

as we have done, then the SchrSdinger-picture density matrix is expressible as bilinear 
products of probability amplitudes Cp(t) together with the explicitly extracted phases, 

?p.pW = Cp.(i) Cp(0* exp[/(Wp-Wp.)t] B P p . p (t) exp[.(Wp-Wp.)tl. (III.4-6) 

The presence of the phase factors accompanies our use of the Dirac picture: both the 
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probability amplitudes C (t) and the density matrix Pp-P(t) are in the Dirac picture. 
The diagonal elements of the density matrix provide the probability that at time t the 
molecule will be found in state p, given that it was in state V(0) at time t = 0". 

PPp(D = Ppp(t) = |Cp(t)|*. 

The Mixed-State Density Matrix 

(HJ.4-7) 

More generally, we deal with systems that are not describable as a pure quantum 
state. In addition to the state labels p that suffice for a single state vector, we have 
additional labels that prescribe such attributes as the molecular velocity. Let us refer 
to these additional attributes as labelling different molecular species . (In this phrase
ology, molecules with different velocities are regarded ss different species.) We must 
sum the pure-state expectation values over all possible species. The additional labels 
over species may be divided into two classes, namely those (a) that will appear in the 
molecule-radiation Hamiltonian (velocity is of this type, because it produces Doppler 
shifts of the interaction frequencies), and those (a) that will not so appear (such labels 
might refer to the properties of the environment around the molecule). Both of these 
labels may take discrete or continuous values. The expectation value may be written 

<M(t)> = 
Jao 

c*(ao;t)JM|*(aa;t)> ff'raot^ p(a;t) M]. (EI.4-E) 

The mixed-state Schrodinger-picrure density matrix that occurs here is a sum over 
those attributes a that do not appear explicitly in the Hamiltonian for the molecule-
radiation system, weighted by probability p(aa) for the occurrence of the relevant 
labels aa in the ensemble: 

2„'B(a) <^p.|*(aa:t)> p(aa) <;*;aa;r.)|ifip (•ni.4-9) 

The summation over a enables us to account for properties of the molecular environ
ment that are not directly apparent in the molecule-radiation Hamiltoniaii (such as. 
temperature and density of perturbing particles). These variables will not appear in 
equations of motion for the molecule. The dependence upon attributes a will remain 
as a parameter in the molecular equations. 

The Dirac-picrure mixed-state density matrix may be regarded as an average, 
over unobserved attributes a, of bilinear probability amplitudes: 

pp,p(a;t) = { Cp,(a;t) C p(a;tf ) P(aa) Cp.(aa;t) Cp<8fl;t) . mi.4-10) 

This average is not, in general, equal to the bilinear comb:j":aii.>ii of two averaged 
amplitudes. Using the Dirac picture we write expectation values as 
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<M(t> i J ] Pp-P(a;t) Mpp, expOXWp-Wp, M-
PP 

(111.4-13) 

In particular, the polarization field at fixid position takes the form 

P(i) = JT ^ T »p'P(a;0 <pfd|p'> exp(i(Wp-WpOtJ. 

PP 

(ni.4-12) 

The time dependence appears in explicit phases, obtained from field-free molecular 
energy eigenvalues, and in the variation of the Dirae-picture density matrix. Spatial 
dependence is not exhibited explicitly here, but may be included. 

The Density Matrix Equations 

We can derive equations of motion for the density matrix. Let us consider first 
the pure state, and work with the Dirac picture, when we deal with the elements 
pppp(t). Let us rewrite the Schrodinger amplitude equation (in the Dirac picture) 

£c„<t) = -i £ Wp,p(t) Cp(t> (in.4-i3) 

as an equation for the density matrix 

Pp.p(t) . Cp.(t) CPW • (111.4-14) 

The matrix W that occurs here is the effective Hamiltonian. In the present situation 
we have in mind the Raman Hamiltonian, in the rotating wave approximation, in
volving bilinear products of electric field amplitudes and the molecular polarizabililty 
tensor. Upon using the Hermitian property Wp.p(t) = Wpp.(t) we obtain the equation 

£ p p , p ( t>=^ y [w p. p. P p . p - p p , p .w> p j 
p-

(ni.4-i5) 

These are the equations for the pure state density matrix, in the Dirac picture. By 
construction they are equivalent to the SchrOdinger equation. 

We generalize this equation to the more general case of mixed states by introduc
ing an enlarged system including not only the single molecule of interest but an envi
ronment of othsr molecules. The summations over attributes o that occur in the def
inition of the density matrix then give rise to additional terms in the equation of 
motion. These additional environmental terms are almost always regarded as arising 
in essentially random relaxation processes occuring to the molecule. Their effect is 
included by adding terms to produce the equation 
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s <w - - ' X t w p>" p p"p ( l > " p»'"" ( t ) w p " " ] ' Z ! ^ fe" < r a - 4 - ] 6 > 
P" IT' 

The relaxation coefficients may be -written as 

2_, V T - Prr- - r p , p *y p + Stp'p) 2 ^ />„,p. Rp. p. 
rr' p" 

r p V - | ^ [ R p' .p - + R p . p - 1 + [ 1 ' * ( p * , p ) ] V P 
p" 

+ li - 6(p,p')jrp.p pp,p(t) * £(p,p-) ^ P p p ( t ) RpP, <m,4-n) 
P" 

Here Ppp^p.p' denotes the rate at which population in state p changes to population in 
state p as a result of all the piwesses that are not included in the Hamiltunian fiW(t). 
(These include spontaneous emission and collisions! changes.) The coefficient -j pi p 

expresses additional processes that can produce relaxation of coherence without pro
ducing population changes. 

This is the basic equation for the density matrix in the Dirac picture. It involves 
the damping coefficients r p . p and the rate coefficients R p . p as empirically deter
mined parameters, and the matrix elements 

Wp.p(t) = -fa £ V | X f > A J p > :e(A',A) Sx,(tf <?A(t) exp{..;(Wp-Wp. ^ A - ^ . ) t ] 
XX' 

(m.4-18) 

to be evaluated from given pulse envelope functions. In the RWA we retain only 
those modes whose frequencies produce a slowly varying exponential, on a time scale 
set by two-photon Rabi oscillations. 

The general multilevel density matrix equations for degenerate levels becomes 
fairly complicated. We treat examples of this in a separate memo. Here let us con
sider some properties of nondegenerate systems. 

Nondegenerate Populations and Coherences 

When treating nondegenerate systems it often proves useful to separate the density 
rnatr x into diagonal parts (populations) 
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Pp(0 • P„p(t) a ?„,(!) (111.4-1W 

and off-diagonal parts (coherences), 

Q p. p(t) ^ p p p ( t) = 7>„,p(t) expt-/(Wp,-Wp)t], for p ,* p' (IH.4-20) 

The populations satisfy the equation 

dF P » ( t ) = Z P" , ( I ) *** •' T. ^ Qp"p ( t ) - < V ( , ) W P V ] ( n , i ; - 2 l ) 

p' PYP 

in which direct links to other populations occur only as a result of rate processes (that 
is, processes thai are not described by the Hamiltonian of the matrix W). The coher
ences obey the equation 

£ Qp.p(t) = •/ [W p V - w p p - /r p . p ] Qp,p(t) 

~flVp.p [Pp(t) - Pp,(t)] 

-f Y, ^W" %V« - V « WP-PJ (II1.4-22) 
P^P.P 1 

Thus the coherences are coupled to differences of populations and to other coher
ences. 

These are the equations, taken with the expressions for the elements Wp p, , that 
we must solve to determine the molecular response and, in turn, the polarization field. 
Resonant propagation, isv which the polarization is expressed in terms of dipole 
moments, requires only off-diagonal elements of s. Raman propagation approximates 
the dipole (nomeni by a polarizability, and as a result its description requires both 
diagonal and off-diagonat elements. 

Coherence Heirarchy fro Nondegenerate States 

Further subdivision of the set of off-diagonal elements is often useful. Suppose 
that we have a nondegenerate system whose labels p are integers. We can then cate
gorize the elements of the density matrix by the integer difference between subscripts: 

(111.4-23) 

O 0 s P = o v p rp Ppp 

Q* P = ^ .p+ i . Q P = <Vvi,p 

" P • ppji+u* Q"P* - / w -
The quantities Qn

f may be regarded as components of a vector Q". The effective 
Hamiltonian has elements 
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W P+n. P « = " ^ <P+n!X(S>)lp> ^ T :G(A\A) <?A,(t)* <SA(t) exp[-<(Wp-Wptn +wA-u/A,)t]. 
XX' 

(ffi.4-24) 

Suppose further that the operator X has elements only for n - 0, ±1. (The Raman 
case n = 0, ±2 merely requires renumbering of the states.) That is, we deal with a 
single excitation chain of states, with tridiagonaJ Hamiltonian. Then the set of den
sity matrix equations for populations reads 

£ pp(t) * ] T Pp,(») R ^ -.rw,,^ QV l ( t ) - QVi'W w

P , P - i * } 

p' 

The equations for coherences are 

i Q' p(t) = -/ [W p p - W p + l p ^ - .T P i P + ] ] Qi p(t) 

-Wp, P + J [PptiW - ? P(0] -*W P l P., <?p.,W - W p + S i p + 1 <?p(t)] (DL4-20) 

and, for n > 1, 

£ Q»p(i) = -,IWpp - W p + I l i P M 1 - ;T p > p + n } Q»pft) 

-'iWp.p.1 W J W - Vn-i,P+n oryta 

-IWp.p-1 Qf^p-iW - W P + n + 1 , P + n Q f ' p t t l 

Thus we obtain a coupled heirarchy in which the vector Q" is coupled to the vectors 
Q n " : and Q n + 1 . When the excitation is sufficiently weak, these additional equations 
may be neglected, and we consider only equations for the populations P p and the 
coherences Q ' p . 

Example: Strong Pump 

Let us consider the example of a strong pump P together with Stokes S and anii-
Stokes A waves. We have 

WP+i.P(t> " -^P+llX<iJ)!P>:G(P,S) <M0* £ s(t) exp[i(Wp + l-Wp +Wp-ws>t] 

-^<|Hl|X(&)|p* :e(A,P) t?A(0* <?PW expIi(Wp+1-Wp +wA-u<P)t] 
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Degeneracy 

When degeneracy is present, as it is when one considers transitions between rota
tional levels, the heirarchy equations provide a framework of linkages that must be 
modified by including, for each n, a set of sub-components. We will discuss this sit
uation separately, using the method of stale multipoles. 


